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The students of class VII-D, on the 20th of October, 2021 (Wednesday), presented their
assembly under the guidance of their class teacher, Mrs. Lakshmi who commenced the class
assembly with an introductory speech. With the theme in mind the students created a stunning
programme on the topic ‘How School Promotes Tolerance Among Students in Five Ways’.
The students launched the programme with an invocation to the Almighty by reciting the
Gayatri Mantra, followed by a bright and ebullient welcoming to everyone who were gathered
there. The commencement of the programme was through slam poetry which was written and
vocalized highlighting the theme.
A very energetic and amazing dance performance by the students captured the essence of the
music. An outstanding, breathtaking oration on the topic gave clarity to performance. Yoga
was performed to bring peace to the mind and gave a Zen moment.
This was followed by a mellifluous song that was so pleasing to hear! And last but certainly
not the least, came a crowd-pleasing short film relating to the topic with a secret twist that you
could never expect! At the end, the credits were presented. Including all the actors who
participated in the short-film. It was sure to be a breath-taking experience.
Principal Madam gave her feedback and appreciated the effort put in by the Students. The vote
of thanks was shared. The programme ended by reciting the Shanti Paat.

Yoga Contrology – The key for tolerance

Welcome Speech – Welcoming the Gathering

Screenplay – Narration on tolerance
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Screenplay – Narration on Tolerance

